Activity 14
Through the Eyes of a Bird

The image shows a painting by Gabhann Dunne, exhibited in Committed to Falling at the West Cork Arts Centre.
Inspired by
Sarah Ruttle

Sarah Ruttle created some great activities for Discovery Box going with Gabhann Dunnes exhibition Committed to Falling. One of the activities consisted of beautifully crafted wings, which children could use to fly through the exhibition.

Today, we will make our own wings, fly around and look at the world as if we were birds!

Image by Sarah Ruttle
Materials

I decided to go for some easy wings made out of paper. If you would like to use different materials, go for it!

For the Paper Version, you need:

Paper (2x A3, heavy), Colours, Brushes
Colour Paper
Fold Paper
Fly and Discover!

Now go outside and discover the world through the eyes of a bird!

With your wings, Step on a tree trunk or a rock. How does the world look from up here?

You can also take a photo, capturing this exciting perspective and share it with us!

#uillinnconnect